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ABOUT US
We are a biotech and pharmaceutical intelligence platform developed to meet the 

research, insight, and analysis needs of the pharma industry. We provide an integrated 

platform linking companies, news, deals, products, patents, and regulatory information 

in an easy-to-use format for fast and effective decision making.

myPharmaThinktank is specially designed to help executives in pharma and 

biotech domains grow their business. We help you make the right decisions at the 

right time. An offering of Eli Global, our powerful platform is backed by hundreds 

of researchers working around the clock and across the globe to provide real-

time insights and information solutions about companies, products, clinical trials, 

partnerships, M&A deals, regulatory approvals and patents. 



All of the information on myPHARMA thinktank has been reviewed, evaluated, and curated by a team of researchers and 
staff with decades of experience in the pharma and biotech fields.

myPHARMA thinktank provides full spectrum resources to enhance your tracking of pharma and biotech companies, 
products, deals, regulatory compliance, patents, news, and events. Whether you are a market researcher, venture 
capitalist, publisher, university, governmental organization, or non-profit, we have the intelligence you need to get 
ahead. Our bottom line is quality information at industry-leading value.

Company Specs: company names, ountry, stock 
exchange details, industry class, revenue, R&D spending, 
and market capitalization

Industry Deals: deal status, source target, acquirer, 
partner, deal type, and deal value

Products: name, phase name, phase status, ingredients, 
therapeutic indication, clinical trials, regulatory filings, 
partners, actions and targets, ATC, and Chemical and 
Biological classes

Patent Landscape: patent families, expiry dates, 
extensions, legal status, and patent documents

Industry News: press releases, news and clippings

Key Events: presented by product, date, country, 
category, application, phase, and therapeutic indication

Regulatory Framework: we show records by product 
name, active ingredient, approval date, approval type, 
company name, and application type

myPHARMA thinktank’s modules cover the biotech and pharma industry from end to end. Our databases provide:
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